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A near-optimal maintenance policy for automated DR devices
Carlos Abad and Garud Iyengar

Abstract—Demand side participation is now widely recognized
as being extremely critical for satisfying the growing electricity
demand in the US. The primary mechanism for demand manage-
ment in the US is demand response (DR) programs that attempt
to reduce or shift demand by giving incentives to participating
customers via price discounts or rebate payments. Utilities that
offer DR programs rely on automated DR devices (ADRs) to
automate the response to DR signals. The ADRs are faulty; but
the working state of the ADR is not directly observable – one can,
however, attempt to infer it from the power consumption during
DR events. The utility loses revenue when a malfunctioning ADR
does not respond to a DR signal; however, sending a maintenance
crew to check and reset the ADR also incurs costs. In this paper,
we show that the problem of maintaining a pool of ADRs using
a limited number of maintenance crews can be formulated as a
restless bandit problem, and that one can compute a near-optimal
policy for this problem using Whittle indices. We show that the
Whittle indices can be efficiently computed using a variational
Bayes procedure even when the load-shed magnitude is noisy
and when there is a random mismatch between the clocks at the
utility and at the meter. The results of our numerical experiments
suggest that the Whittle-index based approximate policy iswithin
3.95% of the optimal solution for all reasonably low values of
the signal-to-noise ratio in the meter readings.

NOMENCLATURE

Indices

t Index of DR events
k Index of discrete points in belief space[0, 1]
i Index of meter readings during DR event
j Index of samples of meter reading vectors

Constants and parameters

λ Expected dollar savings for utility when ADR is working
c Cost incurred by utility for sending a repair crew
θ Customer compensation for participating in a DR event
p Prior probability of ADR failure
S ADR state space
γ0 Non-operational ADR state
γ1 Operational ADR state
A Set of actions available to utility before a DR event
α0 Do-nothing action
α1 Send-crew-to-reset-ADR action
X Set of possible meter reading vectors during DR event
β Discount factor between DR events
n Discretization size of belief space[0, 1]
D Number of ADRs managed by utility
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M Number of repair crews overseeing ADRs
m Number of meter readings during DR event
N Number of samples of meter reading vectors
y Vector of estimated normal power consumption
σ Standard deviation of load estimation residuals
ν0 Expected load-shed during a DR event
η0 Load-shed precision (inverse of variance)
d Maximum absolute meter-utility clock mismatch

Variables

s State of ADR before DR event
a Action taken by utility before DR event
x Vector of meter readings during DR event
b Belief probability that ADR is operational
ε̃ Load estimation residual
r Actual load-shed during a DR event
δ Actual mismatch between meter and utility clocks
ω Low-discrepancy sample in unit hypercube
z Vector of IID standard normal samples

Functions

Ras Utility profit when taking actiona in ADR states
Pss′ (a) ADR transition probability
Qsa(x) Meter reading observation conditional probability
ra(b) Expected profit under actiona in belief stateb
Γax(b) Belief probability transition map
Wab(x) Up-to-date meter reading observation probability
V (b) POMDP value function
Φ(·) Standard normal cumulative distribution function
ϕ(·) Standard normal density function

I. I NTRODUCTION

Demand Response (DR) refers to a set of activities where
end-use customers change or shift their normal electricity
consumption patterns in response to changes in the price
of electricity or other incentive payments [1]. DR has been
extensively deployed over the past several years to improve
electric grid reliability and market efficiency [2], and it is
expected to play an even more prominent role with the planned
integration of intermittent renewable generation. There are
three levels of DR automation: manual DR —where each
equipment controller is manually turned off; semi-automated
DR —where an individual triggers a preprogramed DR strategy
via a centralized control system; and fully automated DR —
where the DR strategy is initiated by an automated DR device
(ADR) on receipt of an external communications signal [3].
The utilities offering DR programs prefer to install ADRs since
the fully automated system reduces the operating costs of DR
programs by increasing DR resource reliability and reducing
the amount of effort required from end-use customers [4].
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ADRs are faulty [5],[6], and have to be periodically in-
spected and reset by sending a maintenance crew. Although
newer ADRs are equipped with a two-way communication
that allow the utility to remotely observe the ADR state, the
vast majority of the deployed ADRs use one-way commu-
nication technology and, therefore, their state is not directly
observable. According to some estimates, failure to identify
non-functioning ADRs can reduce the effectiveness of DR
programs by approximately 20-30% and lead to lost revenues
of the order of $ 1.7M for a utiliy with 1M customers and10%
participation rate [7]. Consequently, identifying malfunctioning
ADRs is of immense economic value for the utilities. The
current practice adopted by utilities is to regularly send a
maintenance team to inspect and possibly repair the ADRs. In
this paper we propose a method that is able to infer the ADR
state from meter readings, and use the estimates to optimally
schedule the ADR maintenance. We show that our proposed
method clearly outperforms any regular maintenance schedule,
without the need of any new investment in additional hardware.
The method we propose can also be used by utilities that have
invested in two-way communication ADRs to verify whether
the reported ADR state was accurate.

As a first step towards solving the ADR repair scheduling
problem, we formulate the maintenance problem for a single
ADR using only noisy meter readings. We assume that an ADR
can be in either in afunctionalor a non-functionalstate. We
assume that, over a given time, the ADR state transitions from
a functional to a non-functional state with a known probability.
Thus, state transitions form a Markov chain. The utility decides
whether tosenda crew to reset the device ordo nothing. This
decision would be simple if the true ADR state was directly
observable without any errors. In most currently deployed
ADRs, the state is not observable; it can only be inferred from
the customer’s noisy electricity consumption. Thus, the ADR
maintenance problem can be modeled as a Markov decision
process (MDP) with partially observable states (POMDP). The
POMDP framework incorporates the uncertainty associated
with any estimation process into a “belief” probability that
the ADR is functioning, and provides a methodology for
updating this belief as more information becomes available,
i.e. more meter readings are recorded during new DR events.
POMDPs are, in general, very hard optimization problems [8],
[9]. However, it is often possible to compute the optimal policy
for POMDPs with small state, action and observation spaces,
or additional structure. We show that the optimal policy in
our problem is a single threshold policy where it is optimal to
send a maintenance crew whenever the belief probability drops
below the threshold value. We show that the optimal threshold
can be approximated to any degree of accuracy by solving a
single linear program (LP).

Our model for a single ADR maintenance problem falls
in the class of random failure models. Currently existing
alternatives to our approach are empirical predictive mainte-
nance routines such as the Reliability-Centered Maintenance,
and deterioration failure models; see [10] for details. These
methodologies are typically used for managing traditional
electric assets such as generators and transformers. To thebest
of our knowledge, there is no previous work on probabilistic

models for the maintenance of a single ADR, let alone the
maintenance scheduling of multiple ADRs being overseen by
a small number of repair teams.

We formulate the problem of maintaining a pool of ADRs
using a limited number of maintenance crews as a restless
bandit (RB) problem [11]. The RB problem is a generalization
of the multiarmed bandit (MAB) problem [12]. In the MAB
problem, the decision maker chooses a set of “bandits” to
activate based on the current state information, and the state of
the chosen bandits evolves according to a known distribution;
however, the states of all the inactive bandits remain fixed.
Gittins [12] constructed a set of index functions that map the
state of a bandit to a real number, and showed that the optimal
solution for the MAB problem is to select the bandits in the
order determined by the index function. In the RB setting, the
states of the inactive bandits also evolve. In the ADR mainte-
nance setting, an active “bandit” corresponds to an ADR thatis
being inspected and possibly repaired, and an inactive “bandit”
corresponds to an ADR that is not being inspected; clearly,
the state of inactive ADRs continue to evolve according to
its failure distribution. Computing optimal policies for the RB
problem is hard [13], but a generalization of Gittins’ indices
can be used for constructing approximately optimal and very
efficiently implementable policies for a number of applications.
Whittle [11] established conditions under which one can define
generalized Gittins’ indices for the RB problem. We will refer
to such RB problems as Whittle-indexable. Glazebrook et al.
[14] have established that machine maintenance models that
are either monotone or are breakdown/deterioration models,
are Whittle-indexable. The ADR repair scheduling problem
is neither monotone nor a breakdown/deterioration model;
therefore, the results in [14] do not extend to this model. We
establish that the ADR repair scheduling problem is Whittle
indexable, and show that the Whittle indices can be computed
by solving a sequence of single ADR maintenance problems.

Finally, we conduct an extensive numerical study where
we explore several additional practical issues such as the
impact on performance when the utility and meter clock are
not synchronous, and the impact of uncertain DR load shed.
Our proposed variational Bayes procedure to handle these
issues is of independent interest. The results of our numerical
experiments suggest that, for reasonable values of the signal-
to-noise ratio in the meter readings, the Whittle-index policy
is within 3.95% of the optimal policy.

II. ADR MAINTENANCE PROBLEM

In this section we investigate the maintenance problem for a
single ADR. The solution to this problem will be used to solve
a relaxation of the multiple ADRs repair scheduling problem
in Section III.

For t ≥ 1, let st ∈ S denote the ADR state just prior to the
t-th DR event, letat ∈ A denote the action taken just prior
to the t-th DR event, and letxt denote the vector of meter
readings recorded during thet-th DR event. During DR event
t, the utility receives a profitRatst . The profit matrixR is
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Fig. 1: ADR maintenance problem causal relationships

given by

R = [Ras]a∈A,s∈S =

(

γ0 γ1
α0 −θ λ− θ
α1 λ− θ − c λ− θ − c

)

(1)

For ease of notation, and w.l.o.g., we will assume thatθ = 0.
We assume that an ADR that was functioning during thet-
th event, i.e.st = γ1, fails before the(t + 1)-th DR event,
i.e. st+1 = γ0, with probabilityp. Thus, under the do-nothing
actionα0, the state transition matrix

P(α0) = [Pss′(α0)]ss′∈S =

(

γ0 γ1
γ0 1 0
γ1 p 1− p

)

. (2)

Since the actionα1 resets the ADR state toγ1 just prior to
the t-th DR event, it follows that the state transition matrix

P(α1) = [Pss′(α1)]ss′∈S =

(

γ0 γ1
γ0 p 1− p
γ1 p 1− p

)

. (3)

We assume that the true ADR state can only be determined by
sending a maintenance crew to inspect it. However, the utility
can use the the vectorx of metered power consumption to
infer the state of the ADR. Let

Qsa(x) = P(xt = x | at = a, st = s) (4)

denote the conditional probability of observing the vector
of meter readingsxt = x during the t-th DR event when
action at = a, and the ADR statest = s. The tuple
(S,A,X ,P,R,Q) is a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) that completely describes the ADR main-
tenance problem. Note that we deviate from the standard
definition of POMDP (see, e.g. [15]) wherein the observation
xt is a function of the current statest and thepreviousaction
at−1. We do so in order to keep the dynamics in the problem
more transparent. Figure 1 describes the causal relationships
between states, actions, rewards, and observations in the ADR
maintenance problem.

It is well-known [16] that a POMDP is equivalent to a belief
state MDP. Letht = {a1, x1, a2, x2, . . . , at−1, xt−1} denote
the observed history before thet-th DR event. Then,

bt = P(st = γ1 | ht) ∈ B = [0, 1] (5)

denotes the belief probability that the ADR is operational
during thet-th DR event. The expected profitr(b) in belief
stateb ∈ B is given by

r(b) = [rα0 (b), rα1(b)]
⊤ = R [1− b, b]⊤ = [λb, λ− c]⊤. (6)

Note that the updated belief statebt+1 after observing the
meter readingsxt is bt+1 = P(st+1 = γ1 | ht, at = a, xt = x).
Using Bayes’ rule and the causality structure in Figure 1, one
can show thatbt+1 = Γatxt

(bt), where the map

Γax(b) =
Pγ1γ1(a)Qγ1a(x)b + Pγ0γ1(a)Qγ0a(x)(1 − b)

Wab(x)
, (7)

and Wab(x) = P(xt = x | ht, at = a) = Qγ1a(x)b +
Qγ0a(x)(1 − b). The belief transition (7) is standard for
POMDPs; see, e.g. [17] for details. The tuple(B,A,Γ, r) is
the belief-state MDP that represents the ADR maintenance
problem.

A. Optimal policy

Our goal is to compute a policyπ∗ : B → A that maximizes
the total expected discounted profit

V π(b1) =

∞
∑

t=1

βt−1raπ
t
(bt), (8)

whereβ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor andaπt denotes the action
taken by policyπ in belief statebt prior to thet-th DR event. It
is well known [18] that there exists a stationary optimal policy
π∗ ∈ argmaxπ V

π(b1), and that the associated optimal value
functionV π∗

(b), satisfies the Bellman equation:

V (b) = max
a∈A

{

ra(b) + βEx
[

V (Γax(b))
]

}

, (9)

where Ex [V (Γax(b))] =
∫

x∈X
V (Γax(b))Wab(x)dx denotes

the expected future profit. From (9) it follows that actionα1

is optimal for belief stateb if the function

f(b) := rα0(b)− rα1 (b) + βEx [V (Γα0x(b))]

− βEx [V (Γα1x(b))] ≤ 0. (10)

We use the following result to show that the optimal policy is
a single threshold policy.

Lemma 1. The functionf is convex in[0, 1].

Proof: Note thatrα0 (b) = λb is an affine function of
b and rα1(b) = λ − c is independent ofb. It follows that
rα0(b)− rα1(b) is an affine and, therefore, convex function of
b. Also, sinceΓα1x(b) = 1− p, the last termEx [V (Γα1x(b))]
in f(b) is, in fact, independent ofb.

The value functionV of an infinite horizon MDP is con-
vex on [0, 1] [18]. Then, the perspective functiong(v, u) =
uV (v/u) is convex on{(v, u) : v/u ∈ [0, 1], v ∈ R+} [19].
SinceWα0b(x) = Qγ1α0(x)b +Qγ0α0(x)(1 − b) and

Γα0x(b) =
(1− p)Qγ1α0(x)b

Wα0x(b)
, (11)
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it follows that

gx(b) := V (Γα0x(b))Wα0x(b) (12)

= g
(

(1 − p)Qγ1α0(x)b, Qγ1α0(x)b +Qγ0α0(x)(1 − b)
)

is a convex function ofb for each x ∈ X . Hence,
Ex [V (Γα0x(b))] =

∫

x∈X
gx(b)dx is a convex function ofb.

Theorem 1. The optimal policyπ∗ for the ADR maintenance
problem is a threshold policy, i.e. there existsb∗ ∈ R such that

aπ
∗

t =

{

α1 if bt ≤ b∗

α0 if bt > b∗.
(13)

Proof: From Lemma 1, we have thatf(b) is convex.
Consequently, the setI = {b : f(b) ≤ 0} of belief states
for which actionα1 is optimal is a closed, possibly empty,
interval. SupposeI is empty. Then the optimal policy is of the
form (13) with b∗ < 0.

Next, supposeI is non-empty. To establish the result, it
suffices to show that0 ∈ I. Suppose not, i.e.α0 is strictly
optimal for b = 0. Then,

V (0) = rα0(0) + βEx[V (Γα0x(0))] = 0 + βV (0), (14)

where we use fact thatΓα0x(0) = 0. It follows thatV (0) = 0.
Moreover,

0 = V (0) > rα1(0) + βE[V (Γα1x(0))] = λ− c+ βV (1− p).
(15)

Then, for any belief stateb,

rα1(b) + βE[V (Γα1x(b))] = λ− c+ βV (1− p) < 0. (16)

Since the payoff from actionα0 is non-negative in any belief
state, we have thatV (b) ≥ 0 for all b ∈ B. It follows that
V (b) = rα0 (b) + βEx[V (Γα0x(b))], and α0 is the unique
optimal action for all belief states. Thus, we have established
that the intervalI is empty; a contradiction. Hence,0 ∈ I and
the optimal policy is of the form (13) withb∗ ∈ [0, 1].

We conclude this section with the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The level sets{b : f(b) ≤ −µ} of the function
f are all of the form[0, ξ], where we use the convention that
[0, ξ] = ∅ if ξ < 0.

Proof: Consider an ADR maintenance problem where the
reward associated with the do-nothing actionα0 is increased
by an amountµ. Then the interval over which it is optimal to
take actionα1 is given by{b : f(b)+µ ≤ 0}. From the proof
of Theorem 1, it follows that the set{b : f(b) ≤ −µ} is of
the form [0, ξ].

We use Corollary 1 in Section III to establish that the
ADR repair scheduling problem is Whittle-indexable [14] and,
therefore, that there exists a well-defined heuristic policy for
approximately solving it.

B. Approximating the optimal threshold

In this section, we describe a numerical scheme to ap-
proximate the optimal thresholdb∗. We discretize the space
B = [0, 1] into n + 1 equally spaced pointŝB =

{

k/n :
k = 0, . . . , n

}

, and round upb ∈
(

(k − 1)/n, k/n
]

to the
point k/n. Formally, we consider the MDP with state space
B̂, action spaceA, reward functionr

∣

∣

B̂
and state transition

Γ̂ax(k) := ⌈Γax(k/n)⌉. Let V̂ = (V̂ (0), . . . , V̂ (k), . . . , V̂ (n))⊤

denote the value function vector for then+ 1 statesk/n ∈ B̂.
Then

V̂ (k) = max

{

rα0(k/n) + βEx[V̂ (Γ̂α0x(k)],

rα1(k/n) + βEx[V̂ (Γ̂α1x(k)]

}

. (17)

It is well-known [20] that the vector̂V can be computed by
solving the LP:

min
V

n
∑

k=0

V (k)

s.t V (k) ≥ rα0(k/n) + βEx[V (Γ̂α0x(k))], ∀k,
V (k) ≥ rα1(k/n) + βV (⌈(1− p)n⌉), ∀k,

(18)

where we use the fact that̂Γα1x(k) = ⌈(1 − p)n⌉. LP (18)
consists ofn variables and2n constraints and, therefore, can
be solved very fast, provided the conditional expectations
Ex[V (Γ̂α0x(k))] can be computed efficiently. In Section IV,
we show how to efficiently approximate the conditional ex-
pectations in (18) using low discrepancy sequences. Given the
approximate value function̂V, we approximate the threshold
b∗ ≈ 1

n max{k : V̂ (k) = rα1(k/n) + βV̂ (⌈(1 − p)n⌉)}.

III. ADR REPAIR SCHEDULING PROBLEM

Suppose there areM maintenance crews available to main-
tain D(≫ M) ADRs. Before each DR eventt, the utility
must decide which (if any) ADRs to inspect and reset. We
formulate the ADR repair scheduling problem as a restless
bandit (RB) problem [11] where each of the ADR devices is a
bandit. Following the notation of bandit problems, we will call
an ADR active if it is being inspected, and inactive otherwise.

For RB problems, Whittle [11] proposed a possibly subopti-
mal policy based on the Lagrangian relaxation for the dynamic
program. The Lagrangian relaxation decouples the RB prob-
lem into a collection of so called subsidy-µ problems. For
each bandit, the subsidy-µ problem is an ADR maintenance
problem in which the reward under the do-nothing actionα0

is increased by an amountµ ≥ 0.
Let B0(µ) denote the set of states for which the do-

nothing actionα0 is optimal for a subsidy levelµ. An RB
problem is said to beindexableif B0(µ) ⊆ B0(ζ) whenever
µ ≤ ζ. For indexable RB problems, the Whittle indexµκ

of bandit κ in state bκ is defined as the minimum subsidy
µ ≥ 0 which makes the passive actionα0 optimal atbκ. Let
K = {κ(ℓ) : ℓ = 1, . . . ,K} denote the indices of bandits with
strictly positive Whittle index arranged in decreasing order of
the index, i.e.µκ(ℓ)

≥ µκ(ι)
wheneverℓ ≤ ι. The Whittle-index

policy specifies that the set of bandits that are activated attime
t is given byK1 = {κ(ℓ) : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ min{K,M}}, i.e. at most
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M bandits with the largest strictly positive Whittle index are
activated. The next theorem ensures that the Whittle indices
are well defined for our problem.

Theorem 2. The ADR repair scheduling problem is indexable.

Proof: The Bellman equation for the subsidy-µ problem
corresponding to the ADR scheduling problem is given by

Vµ(b) = max
a∈A

{ra(b, µ) + βEx[Vµ(Γax(b))]} , (19)

wherer(b, µ) = r(b)+ (µ, 0)⊤. The set of states for whichα0

is optimal is of the formB0(µ) = {b ∈ [0, 1] : b > b∗(µ)}
where b∗(µ) denotes the optimal threshold corresponding to
the subsidy-µ problem (19). Hence, in order to establish that
the ADR repair scheduling problem is indexable, we need to
show that the thresholdb∗(µ) is non-increasing inµ. From
Corollary 1, it follows that[0, b∗(µ)] = {b : f(b) ≤ −µ}.
Thus,b∗(µ) is non-increasing inµ.

Since the Whittle indexµ∗(b) = inf{µ ≥ 0 : b ∈ B0(µ)} =
inf{µ ≥ 0 : b > b∗(µ)}, it is clear thatµ̄ = inf{µ ≥ 0 :
b∗(µ) < 0} is an upper bound forµ∗(b). Therefore, the Whittle
index for anyb ∈ B can be computed to within an accuracyǫ
using a binary search by solving at mostO(log2(

µ̄
ǫ )) LPs of

the form (18). Thus, in practice, one needs to solve at most
O(n log2(

µ̄
ǫ )) LPs. On the other hand, we can also compute

Whittle indices to withinǫ accuracy by finding the optimal
thresholdb∗(µ) for all µ ∈ M = {kǫ : 0 ≤ k ≤ ⌈ µ̄

ǫ ⌉}. Thus,
the overall complexity of computing the Whittle indices is at
mostO(min{n log2(

µ̄
ǫ ), ⌈

µ̄
ǫ ⌉}). In our numerical experiments,

we calculated a bound on̄µ using a doubling strategy, and used
the binary search approach to compute the Whittle indices.

IV. N UMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Recall that as long as we can compute the conditional
expectationEx[V (Γ̂α0x(k))] efficiently, we can solve LP (18)
and, consequently, implement the Whittle-index policy. Inthis
section, we discuss how to efficiently compute the required
conditional expectation in two situations that arise in theDR
context: when the DR load-shed is random, and when the
clocks at the utility and at the meter are not synchronized.
We show that these issues can have a significant impact on
the performance of the Whittle-index policy, and propose
a variational Bayes procedure to address them. Finally, we
evaluate the performance of our proposed policies with respect
to periodic review policies, and with respect to policies that
have full information of the state of the ADRs.

A. Deterministic load-shed and synchronized clocks

Let x = (x1, . . . , xm) denote the sampled power consump-
tion over a DR event of lengthm periods. Fori = 1, . . . ,m,
we assume that the power consumptionxi is given by

xi =

{

yi − r + ε̃i if the ADR is operational
yi + ε̃i otherwise, (20)

whereyi denotes the estimated power consumption on a non-
DR day,r denotes the load-shed mandated by the utility, and
the estimation residual̃εi is assumed to be independent and

identically distributed (IID) according to a normal distribution
with mean0 and varianceσ2. As will become clear below, we
can work with any specification for the residualsεi as long as
one is able to simulate samples from the distribution.

We approximate the conditional expectationEx[V (Γ̂α0x(k))]
in the LP (18) by the finite weighted sum

Ex[V (Γ̂α0x(k))] ≈
1

N

N
∑

j=1

V (Γ̂α0xj (k)), (21)

where the samples{xj : j = 1, . . . , N} are generated IID from
the distributionWα0,b(x), b = k/n, i.e.

xj ∼
{

N (y, σ2I ) w.p. 1− b,
N (y − r1, σ2I ) w.p. b.

(22)

To efficiently sample from the multivariate Normal distri-
butions, we use low-discrepancy sequences in the unitm-
dimensional hypercube [21]. Letω1, . . . ,ωN ∈ [0, 1]m be the
first N elements of a low-discrepancy sequence. We define
zj ∈ R

m by settingzji = Φ−1(wj
i ). Then{zj : j = 1, . . . , N}

are IID samples from anm-dimensional standard Normal
random variable [22]. We generate meter readings samplexj

as follows:

xj =
{

y + σzj w.p. 1− b,
y − r1+ σzj w.p. b.

(23)

Let Q0(x) (resp.Q1(x)) denote the probability of observing
a vector of meter readingsx under an functional (resp. non-
functional) ADR. Then,Qγ0α0(x) = Q0(x), andQγ0α1(x) =
Qγ1α0(x) = Qγ1α1(x) = Q1(x), where

Q0(x) =
m
∏

i=1

ϕ

(

xi − yi
σ

)

, Q1(x) =
m
∏

i=1

ϕ

(

xi − yi + r

σ

)

.

(24)
Given Q0(xj) and Q1(xj), we compute Γ̂α0,xj (k) =
⌈Γα0,xj (b)⌉ using (7).

B. Random load-shed and unsynchonized clocks

Here, we assume that the distribution of the load-shed is
known –however, the exact magnitude is unknown– and that
the clock at the utility and in the meter can be mismatched up
to d time units. We use the utility’s clock time as the reference
time for all computations, and assume that meter readings are
assigned to time instants using the meter clock; therefore,an
observation assigned to the time instanti could, in fact, corre-
spond to an actual instant in the set{i−d, . . . , i+d}. Suppose
a DR event takes place during the period{d+1, . . . , d+m}.
Then,

x ∼







N (y − r1δ, σ
2I) for somer, δ ∈ {−d, . . . , d}

when the ADR operational,
N (y, σ2I) when the ADR is not operational,

(25)
where 1δ ∈ R

m+2d denotes a vector with the components
i ∈ Iδ = {1 + d+ δ, . . . ,m+ d+ δ} equal to1, and all other
components equal to zero.
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Let ω
1, . . . ,ωN be the first N elements of a low-

discrepancy sequence in the unit(m + 2d)-dimensional hy-
percube andzji = Φ−1(wj

i ). Then, thej-th sample from the
distributionWα0,b(x

j) is given by

xj =
{

y + σzj w.p. 1− b,
y − r1δ + σzj w.p. bρ(r, δ),

(26)

where ρ denotes the joint probability distribution function
of the load-shed and the clock mismatch. In this case, the
observation probabilities are

Q0(x) =
m+2d
∏

i=1

ϕ

(

xi − yi
σ

)

, (27)

Q1(x) = Ex

[

∏

i∈Iδ

ϕ

(

xi − yi + r

σ

)

∏

i/∈Iδ

ϕ

(

xi − yi
σ

)]

,

where the expectation is with respect to the posterior distri-
bution of the mismatchδ and the load-shedr. In the next
section, we show how to use the variational Bayes procedure
to approximate the posterior expectation. GivenQ1(xj) and
Q0(xj), we approximateEx[V (Γ̂α0x(k))] using (21) and (7).

C. Belief state update using variational Bayes

Consider the following hierarchical Bayesian model

x = y − r1δ + ε, r ∼ N (νo, 1/η0),
δ ∼ unif{−d, . . . , d}, ε ∼ N (0, σ2I), (28)

where ν0 is the expected load-shed during the DR event,
and η

−1/2
0 is its standard deviation. The posterior distribu-

tion ρ(r, δ|x,H) is proportional toP(x|r, δ, σ)P(r|ν0, η0)P(δ),
where

P(x|δ, r, σ) =
∏

i∈Iδ

ϕ

(

xi − yi + r

σ

)

∏

i/∈Iδ

ϕ

(

xi − yi
σ

)

. (29)

Since this posterior distribution is neither in closed form, nor is
it easy to sample from, we use the variational inference method
[23] and approximate the posterior distribution by the product
distribution∆(δ)g(r). It is easy to establish that the product
distribution that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler distance from
the joint posterior distribution is of the form

∆(δ) ∝ exp

{

ν

σ2
1
⊤
δ (y − x)−

ν2 + η−1

2σ2
‖1δ‖

2
2

}

(30)

g(r) = N (ν, 1/η), (31)

whereη = η0 +
1
σ2

∑d
δ=−d ∆(δ) ‖1δ‖

2
2 andν = η−1

(

ν0η0 +

1
σ2

∑d
δ=−d ∆(δ)1⊤

δ (y − x)
)

. Note the circular dependence of
the parameters in the posterior distributions. We use an iterative
procedure that alternates between∆(δ), and the precisionη
and meanν of the normal distribution forr. We terminate
the procedure whenever the relative change in the parameters

is small. We approximate the probabilityQ1(x) using the
posterior distributions∆(δ) andg(r) as follows:

Q1(x) ≈
L
∑

ℓ=−L

d
∑

δ=−d

∏

i∈Iδ

ϕ

(

xi − yi + rℓ
σ

)

(32)

∏

i/∈Iδ

ϕ

(

xi − yi
σ

)

∆(δ)g(rℓ),

where rℓ is ℓ standard deviationsη−1/2 above the meanν.
The posterior distribution in the case where either the meter
readings are perfectly synchronized or the load-shed magnitude
is deterministic can be computed as a special case of this
procedure.

D. Problem parameters and available information

We consider the ADR maintenance problem in the following
four settings:

Case (a) Clocks synchronized and load-shed deterministic.
Case (b) Clocks possibly mismatched withd = 2, but load-

shed deterministic.
Case (c) Clocks synchronized, but load-shed distributed

N (ν0,
1
η0
)

Case (d) Clocks possibly mismatched withd = 2, and load-
shed distributedN (ν0,

1
η0
).

The parameter values for the numerical experiments were
set as follows:

(i) Observations in an hour-long DR eventm = 10
(ii) Probability of ADR failurep = 0.05
(iii) Expected DR savings for utilityλ = 1
(iv) Cost of repairc = 3λ = 3
(v) Discount factorβ = 0.9
(vi) Load-shed signal-to-noise ratio SNR= 20 log10(ν0/σ) =

{−5, 0, 5}dB, i.e. standard deviationσ of the meter noise
≈ {1.78, 1, 0.56} times the mean load-shedν0

(vii) Load-shed standard deviationη−
1/2

0 = 0.1σ

E. Discretization sizen and sample sizeN

In Table I, we report the optimal thresholdb∗, the approx-
imate optimal value functionV (b) at belief stateb = 1, and
the elapsed time in seconds to approximate the expectation
Ex[V (Γ̂α0x(k))] and solve LP (18), as a function of the number
n of points used to discretize the interval[0, 1] and the number
of samplesN . From the results, it is clear that the number of
samplesN does not have a significant impact on the value
functionV (1). We interrupted the computation of the optimal
threshold and the optimal value for Case (d) for the largest-
sized approximations, i.e.N = 500K. The solution time was
too large to be of practical use. In Table I, we report this
situation with an horizontal line. For the rest of the experiments
in this section, we usedn = 100 andN = 5K.
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n N Case (a) Case (b) Case (c) Case (d)
100 5K 0.160 0.150 0.170 0.150

b∗
100 500K 0.160 0.150 0.160 —–
1K 5K 0.168 0.154 0.171 0.159
1K 500K 0.163 0.154 0.166 —–
100 5K 8.374 8.558 8.498 8.713

V (1)
100 500K 8.309 8.550 8.448 —–
1K 5K 8.292 8.477 8.423 8.648
1K 500K 8.275 8.515 8.412 —–
100 5K 1 2 8 125

time(s)
100 500K 25 132 763 —–
1K 5K 86 102 159 1291
1K 500K 334 1373 8205 —–

TABLE I: Optimal thresholdb∗, optimal value functionV (b)
at belief stateb = 1, and time in seconds to approximate
Ex[V (Γ̂α0x(k))] and solve LP (18), as a function ofn andN .

F. Comparison with periodic review policies

In this section we report the performance of the proposed
threshold policy with respect to the current practice of pe-
riodically inspecting the ADRs. Suppose the periodic review
interval is q DR events. Then, the associated value function
U(q) satisfies the recursion

U(q) = −c+ λ

q−1
∑

j=0

βj(1− p)j + βqU(q), (33)

i.e. U(q) = 1
1−βq

(

λ(1−βq(1−p)q)
1−β(1−p) − c

)

. The value function

U(q) is maximized atq∗ = 18, where U(q∗) = 4.10.
In contrast, the POMDP value function is at leastV (0) =
{5.14, 5.37, 5.51} for SNR = {−5, 0, 5}dB, i.e. a relative
improvement overU(q∗) of at least{25, 31, 34}%. These re-
sults clearly show that the POMDP-based method significantly
outperforms any regular maintenance schedule.

G. ADR repair scheduling problem

In this section we report the numerical results for an ADR
repair scheduling problem withD = 100 ADRs andM = 5
repair crews. We considered two variants of the ADR repair
scheduling problem: one where the repair costs for all the
ADRs were identical and set equal to3λ, and another where
repair cost for each ADR were sampled uniformly from the
interval (0, 6.5]λ. For c > 6.5λ, the utility is better off not
repairing the ADR at all.

When the states of the ADRs are fully observable and the
repair costs are identical, the associated multi-dimensional DP
can be reduced to a one-dimensional DP with state given by the
number of non-working devices. Thus, one can easily compute
the optimal policy using the value iteration algorithm. In this
case, we compare the performance of the Whittle-index policy
for the POMDP with this optimal policy. When the states of
the ADRs are fully observable but the repair costs are not
identical, it is not possible to compute the optimal policy.
In this setting, we compare the Whittle-index policy for the
POMDP with the Whittle-index policy for the full information
MDP. Given that the partially observable Whittle-index policy
can infer the state of an ADR onlyafter observing the meter

readings during a DR event, a fairer comparison would be
against the optimal policy of the MDP where the state of the
ADR is observable only after a DR event. We call this problem,
the slow informationMDP.

We computed the value function of the Whittle-index poli-
cies using simulation. We simulated the performance of the
policies over a time horizon ofT = 44 DR events with a
discout factorβ = 0.9. This implies that the simulatedT -
horizon value function is within 1% of the infinite horizon
value function. The results are averaged over100 runs. The
column marked “Whittle” in Table II reports the relative error
of the full information Whittle-index policy with respect to
the optimal full and slow information policy when all the
repair costs are identical. The next four columns report the
performance of the partial information Whittle-index policy
for the four different cases listed in Section IV-D. Since the
partial information policy does not have access to the state, its
performance depends on the load-shed SNR. The row marked
by SNR [−5, 5] reports the performance of the policy when
the SNR of each ADR is sampled uniformly from the interval
[−5, 5]; all other rows report the performance when the SNR
for all ADRs was set equal to the value corresponding to that
row.

The full information Whittle-index policy is close to the
optimal policy both in the full information and the slow
information case. For very low noise levels, i.e. SNR=5dB,
the performance of partial information Whittle-index policy is
no more than4.63% (resp.1.57%) worse than that of the full
(resp. slow) information optimal policy. On the other hand,for
very high noise levels, i.e. SNR=−5dB, the partial information
Whittle-index policy could be as bad as10.75% (resp.7.89%)
suboptimal with respect to the full (resp. slow) information
optimal policy. For reasonable noise levels, i.e. SNR=0dB for
all ADRs, or randomly drawn from[−5, 5]dB, the performance
of the partial information Whittle index policy is within6.94%
(resp. 3.95%) of the full (resp. slow) information optimal
policy. The results in this table suggest that the four cases
in decreasing order of the sub-optimality of the Whittle policy
are: (d), (b), (c), (a). Thus, it appears that the uncertainty in
clock mismatch leads to an increased loss in performance as
compared to the uncertainty in the load-shed.

Table III shows the relative error of the partial informa-
tion Whittle-index policy with respect to the full and slow
information Whittle-index policy when the repair costs are
not identical. Assuming that the full information Whittle-index
policy is close to the optimal policy also in this case, the
results in this table are similar to those observed in the case
of identical repair costs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we formulated and solved the ADR repair
scheduling problem where the goal is to maintainD ADRs
using at mostM(≪ D) maintenance crews and the ADR state
is only partially observable via noisy meter readings. We for-
mulated this problem as a restless bandit problem. We showed
that the ADR repair is Whittle-indexable, and therefore, one
can very efficiently compute a good heuristic policy by suitably
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SNR
err (%)

Whittle Case (a) Case (b) Case (c) Case (d)
5 1.28 4.63 4.62 4.60 4.61

Full
0 1.28 5.38 5.92 5.77 6.56
-5 1.28 8.48 9.63 9.23 10.75

[-5,5] 1.28 5.76 6.3 6.14 6.94

5 1.66 1.57 1.56 1.54 1.55

Slow
0 1.66 2.35 2.9 2.75 3.57
-5 1.66 5.55 6.73 6.32 7.89

[-5,5] 1.66 2.74 3.3 3.13 3.95

TABLE II: Identical repair costs. Average error of the full,
slow, and partial information Whittle-index policies w.r.t. the
optimal full and slow information policies. See Section IV-D
for the details on partial information Cases (a)-(d).

SNR
err (%)

Case (a) Case (b) Case (c) Case (d)
5 3.28 3.32 3.32 3.39

Full
0 4.26 4.87 4.7 5.45
-5 7.15 8.04 7.73 8.93

[-5,5] 4.61 5.15 4.96 5.66

5 -0.15 -0.11 -0.1 -0.03

Slow
0 0.87 1.5 1.32 2.1
-5 3.86 4.78 4.46 5.7

[-5,5] 1.23 1.78 1.59 2.32

TABLE III: Non-identical repair costs. Average error of the
partial information Whittle-index policy with respect to the full
and slow information Whittle-index policies. See Section IV-D
for the details on partial information Cases (a)-(d).

decomposing theD-ADR repair scheduling problem intoD
single-ADR maintenance problems. We showed that the op-
timal solution of the single-ADR maintenance problem is a
threshold policy, where it is optimal to send the maintenance
crew as soon the belief state drops below a threshold. Using
the structure of the single-ADR optimal policy we showed that
the Whittle index as a function of the belief state of an ADR
can be computed via a single binary search. We explored the
performance of the Whittle-index policies when the meter and
utility clocks are (resp. not) synchronized and the load-shed is
random (resp. deterministic) (see Section IV-D for the details
of the four cases). We also developed a hierarchical Bayesian
method for computing the joint posterior distribution of the
load-shed and clock mismatch. Our numerical experiments
suggest that, when the level of noise in the meter readings
is on average of the same size of the load shed, the Whittle-
index policy is at most3.95% suboptimal. This problem and
its solution was motivated by our research collaboration with
AutoGrid, a software provider for managing DR programs.
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